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Enrollment in Doodle Day 
Camp includes:
• Healthy breakfast, lunch and snack served daily 

and included with tuition

• Access to our on-site swimming pool

• Access to classroom cameras with WatchMeGrow

• Qualified adult camp counselors

• Exciting Weekly Themes

• Engaging On-Site Field Trips

• Safe, Clean & Secure Facility

Ages 3-5 & 5-12

Learn more at: www.doodlebugs.com/summer-camp
Lakewood Ranch   •   Oviedo



Summer Vacation!
The Ultimate

Weekly Themes
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WEEK 1 – May 31 - June 3

World of Games
We’ll discover some fascinating new ways to 
play by exploring and combining favorite games 
from around the world! Think: a twister-checker 
mashup or floor is lava football! This week hosts 
a ton of opportunities to cooperatively plan and 
create new hybrid games.

WEEK 4 – June 20 - 24

Imagination Go!
Do you have an idea for an invention? A 
story you’d love to perform with friends? 
Or, would you like to vlog about your 
imaginary pet dinosaur? This week is 
full of open-ended adventures featuring 
Imagination Stations, Theatre Day, and 
Collaborative Book Making. 

WEEK 7 – July 11 - 15

Art Through the Ages
Let’s jump into a Michelangelo chalk 
painting, follow the twists of a Picasso 
sculpture, and talk about colors with Andy 
Warhol! This week is designed to playfully 
explore each camper’s artistic interests 
while learning about famous masterpieces 
and artists from the past.

WEEK 10 – August 1 - 5

At the Beach
The warmth of the sun, the sound of 
crashing waves, and all the fun things you 
can do at the beach! This week is sweet 
to the senses as we explore the most 
wonderful beaches around the globe and 
the details of their natural beauty.

WEEK 3 – June 13 - 17

Brain Games
We’ll use our problem-solving skills and 
creativity to conquer tricky glitches in lots of 
fun ways! Life-size coding obstacle courses, 
binary code necklace making, and the OSMO 
Coding Jam are just a few of the ways this 
week is packed with techy fun.

WEEK 6 – July 5 - 8

Give Me a Beat!
Cue the bassline: this week is a full-blown 
musical adventure as we explore different 
genres, all-time classics, brilliant musicians, and 
of course, dance and sing to the unique beat of 
our own drum as we let the music move our 
bodies, hearts, and minds!

WEEK 2 – June 6 - 10

LEGO Brick-ology
The endless possibilities of LEGOs combined 
with teamwork and imagination make this week 
a building blast! Become a master builder as we 
engineer LEGO pool noodle marble runs, curate 
LEGO shadow theatres, and compete in LEGO 
spinning top challenges!  

WEEK 5 – June 27 - July 1

Silly Celebrations
Join us in celebrating some of the silliest 
celebrations we could find that also are fun, 
heartwarming, and encourage positivity and 
gratefulness! From National Sunglasses Day to 
Upsy Daisy Day to Teddy Bear Picnic, we have a 
lot of joyful celebrating to do.  

WEEK 8 – July 18 - 22

The Great Doodle Mystery
Oh no! Doodle Bug and his pack of Doodle 
Buds have just stumbled upon a secret 
bunker filled with missing puzzle pieces 
from decades of doodle classrooms. Help 
Doodle Bug solve how they got there 
and why – while thinking up our own 
mysteries and challenges to solve!

WEEK 9 – July 25 - 29

Once Upon a Time
Magnificent castles, fire-breathing 
dragons, and tiny fairy villages, oh my! 
We’ll visit lands from long, long ago as we 
explore some of the most magical fairy 
tales, fables, and tall tales, while we inspire 
our own imaginations to create some 
legends of our own.

Centers will be closed July 4.

Centers will be closed Memorial Day.


